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Stay Visible, LLC has been certified as a bona fide Women’s Business Enterprise by 
the Women's Business Enterprise National Council (WBENC), an organization 
chartered to enhance and promote procurement opportunities for woman-owned 
businesses.  

With the WBE certification, Stay Visible, LLC is also enrolled in the Women’s 
Presidents’ Educational Organization (WPEO), a regional affiliate of the WBENC.  

Stay Visible, a privately held marketing and promotional product firm, is led by Theresa 
Gonzalez. Theresa also possesses a certification within the promotional product 
industry – a CAS certification. The Certified Advertising Specialist (CAS) designation is 
one of only two recognized credentials in the promotional products industry and 
signifies that an individual has reached and continues to meet a higher standard of 
professionalism, knowledge and experience within the industry.  

The CAS certification requires 70 classroom hours from a structured curriculum, three 
years’ experience in the promotional products industry and a passing score on the CAS 
certification exam. WBENC, based in Washington, D.C., fosters diversity in business 
through programs and policies designed to expand opportunities and eliminate barriers 
in the marketplace for women business owners. Through its regional organizations, 
WBENC certifies businesses as women-owned, managed and controlled, then 
provides information about those companies to purchasing managers of corporate 
partners through an internet database.  

The WBENC certification is one of the most widely recognized and respected 
certifications in the nation. WBENC certification is accepted by thousands of 
corporations within the country as well as several federal and government agencies.  

For more than 9 years, Stay Visible, LLC has been providing added value to marketing 
programs by providing in-depth knowledge, expertise and resources to private 
companies and universities. Promotional products represent your institution when you 
can’t be there; they can be crucial to communicating your message or brand name.  

To realize goals, promotional product programs must be carefully planned, taking into 
consideration the audience, objective, theme and budget. Stay Visible assists in 
choosing items appropriate to companies or that support campaigns/themes rather 
than items based on uniqueness, price or perceived value. 

 
 


